
 

 
 
 
 
Facilitation of E-Tablets to Meritorious Students of  Government Schools 
under SIG-Ujjwal program  
 
Tata Power Delhi Distribution Limited (Tata Power-DDL)  imbibes the Tata 
values & follows the mission of “Reach out and engage in community 
development programs and initiatives” and in keeping with the Tata Group’s 
values, while over the years we have implemented initiatives in all areas covered 
under Education, Employment, Entrepreneurship & Employability under its SIG 
program. 
 
As we have seen that education has changed with E-learning/Digital platform 
during the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic and closure of government schools, 
but due to lack of technology available to the students especially those who are 
from low socio-economic background have blocked their learning.  
 
In order to combat the challenges faced by the students of government schools 
in accessing digital education, Tata Power DDL  has facilitated  E-Tablets to 
1059 meritorious students of Class-XI in 50 Government schools associated 
under its Tata Affirmative Action Program and other CSR initiatives in 
association with the Directorate of Education, Government of Delhi. 
 
The E- Tablets will enable the students to continue their online studies and will 
act as a portable library that will be connecting the students with their teachers 
and peers.  The recipient students of the E-Tablets, Teachers, Principals and 
Parents have expressed their gratitude to Tata Power-DDL for their incredible 
support to the students in such a challenging time. 
Supporting community in overcoming the challenges! 
 
Blanket Distribution Drive 
 
SIG launched the ‘Donate A Blanket. Save A Life’ initiative to support people 
living on the streets. During this chilly weather, it becomes a fight for survival for 
them. The initiative invited all the employees to contribute for this cause, and all 
the funds collected were used to purchase 650 good-quality blankets which were 
further distributed to the needy people in the community including homeless on 
streets and night shelters and others in Delhi. Thus, ensuring that those in need 
were benefitted. 
 
Social Innovation Group is pleased to share that all blankets were distributed in 
company’s area of operation with the help of ABHAs, WLC, NGO partners and 
employee volunteers. This number could only be achieved by the heartfelt 
contribution of all the employees. This ardent volunteering by individuals and 
groups not only gave an opportunity to serve humanity by donating blankets to 
the needy but once again showed that Tata Power-DDL stands in solidarity with 
the community. There cannot be a bigger satisfaction than saving someone’s 
life! We would like to thank all the volunteers for their contribution and the Admin. 
department for overall coordination and support of the initiative. 
Supporting and reaching out to community! 
 

Celebration of National Energy Conservation Day 
 
As a power driven sector, we tend to spread awareness on importance of Energy 
conservation and focus to sensitize the students who will form future of the 
country about the same. To celebrate National Energy Conservation Day (14 
December), under the ages of Club Enerji Initiatives, Social Innovation group 
has organised Drawing and Slogan Competition through Virtual Mode in all 
member schools. More than 100 schools participated in the event. The theme 
of the competitions were Energy Conservation and Renewable Energy. Total 
10,000+ students participated in the same and winners will be recognized in the 
Urja Mela. These small steps will help us to direct the attention of students to 
more urging issues which will pave a way for their future.   
Paving way for Future! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                              

 
 
 

 
 
 
The Government Schools associated under the TAAP 
program expressed their gratitude towards Tata Power-DDL 
for facilitating E-Tables to their meritorious students in the 
challenging time. 

 
“I want to express my gratitude for your generosity in support 
of our meritorious students. Your contribution to the school 
during these testing times in the form of “E-Tablets” is an 
endeavor to make the students of our school move ahead 
with elan. Your previous contributions like Potable Water 
Project under Sanjeevani Program, Career Counseling 
sessions under Ujjwal Program, Club Enerji program, Support 
to out-of-school children of STCs under Meri Pathshala 
Program has always been overwhelming.”   
 
- Principal, Govt. Sarvodaya Co-Ed. Vidyalaya, Sec-6, 
Rohini 
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Quiz Time!  
1. How many tabs were distributed in different schools? 

2 Which competitions were organized in National Energy Conservation 

Day celebration?  

3. Which SDG is related to Blanket Distribution Drive? 

        a. SDG 4     b. SDG 3     c. SDG 15 

Kindly send your responses & queries at monika.tayal@tatapower-
ddl.com by 14/1/2021 

As a best practice, if you are conducting any self-volunteering activity, then kindly 

mail your experience at monika.tayal@tatapower-ddl.com, to get it published in the 

next edition of the SIG Newsletter. 

 
 

 

   

Sakshi Goel             AKANKSHA VERMA      Vikas Gupta              

(Revenue Collection Group)      (RRG-II)             (District Keshav Puram) 
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